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Abstract: Searching for doctors online has become an in-
creasingly common practice amongWeb users. However,
when health websites owned by doctors and hospitals in-
tegrate third-party trackers, they expose their potential
patients’ medical secrets to third parties, thereby vio-
lating the GDPR which only allows the processing of
sensitive health data with the explicit consent of a user.
While previous works detected sophisticated forms of
cookie syncing at scale, no tool exists as of today that
would allow owners of health websites detecting com-
plex tracking practices and ensure legal compliance. In
this paper, we develop Ernie - a browser extension that
visualises six tracking and complex cookie syncing state
of the art techniques. We report on the analysis with
Ernie on 176 websites of medical doctors and hospi-
tals that users would visit when searching for doctors in
France and Germany. At least one form of tracking or
cookie syncing occurs on 64% websites before interact-
ing with the consent banner, and 76% of these websites
fail to comply with the GDPR requirements on a valid
explicit consent. Furthermore, an in-depth analysis of
case study websites allowed us to provide comprehen-
sive general explanations of why tracking is embedded:
for example, in all 45 webpages, where doctors include a
Google map to help locating their office, tracking occurs
due to the Google’s cookie already present in the user’s
browser which is attached to a request that fetched the
Google map useful content.
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1 Introduction
Health data is known to be one of the most sensitive
types of data, and massive health data leaks is recog-
nized to be of particularly high severity to the users’ pri-
vacy, according to the French Data Protection Authority
(CNIL) [22]. Searching for doctors online has become an
increasingly common practice among Web users since
telemedicine peaked in 2020 during the global Covid-
19 pandemic [51]. However, the mere visit to a doctor’s
website can reveal a lot about its visitor: one can infer
which diseases a visitor has or is interested in. When-
ever health websites integrate third-party trackers, they
expose their potential patients’ medical secrets to third
parties1. When providing services or monitoring user’s
behaviour in the EU, health related websites integrat-
ing third-party trackers are in breach with the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [43] because pro-
cessing of sensitive health data (derived from a visit to a
website) is generally forbidden, unless allowed by several
exceptions therein considered (Article 9(2) GDPR).

In the last decade, research has been focused on
quantifying the prevalence of tracking based on cook-
ies or lists of known tracking domains [15–17, 32, 33,
54, 56, 57, 71, 72], while several recent studies de-
tected sophisticated forms of cookie syncing and ID
sharing [42, 66, 67]. These studies were performed with
customized large-scale crawlers and hard to replicate
for non-experts. Moreover, quantitative studies measure
the prevalence of various tracking techniques, but rarely
explain the reason why tracking is included. This ques-
tion is particularly important for health related websites
that, differently from commercial websites, do not have
an incentive to include targeted advertisement.

As a result, owners of health related websites, such
as doctors and hospitals, have the urgent need to be
able to detect tracking and advanced cookie synchroni-

1 According to the French Code of Public Health [23, Article
L1110-4], medical secret covers “all information the person com-
ing to the knowledge of the professional, of any member of the
staff of these establishments, services or organizations and of any
other person in relation, by virtue of his activities, with these
establishments or organizations. It applies to all professionals
working in the health care system”.
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sation techniques on their website in order to determine
whether the included third parties may be leaking their
patients’ health data. While some browser extensions
visualise known tracking third parties or third party
cookies [28, 31, 44, 61, 64], no browser extension exists
as of today that is able to visualise sophisticated forms
of cookie synchronisation and sharing of user’s identi-
fiers [42, 66, 67] across third parties. Therefore, own-
ers of health-related websites are in a difficult position
where it is close to impossible to determine tracking and
complex cookie syncing included in their websites.

Moreover, since processing health data is forbidden
by the GDPR, health website owners can only rely on
one exception and implement a specific type of con-
sent mechanism, called explicit consent, to make such
processing lawful for all third parties included in the
website. However, even for a basic consent to be legally
valid, it has to comply with at least 22 different fine-
grained requirements [75]. While general websites im-
plement cookie banners to comply with the legal re-
quirement of consent, recent works made evident that
in practice websites often do not contain any cookie ban-
ners, or contain banners that do not respect the user’s
choice [63, 65, 66, 74]. Therefore, doctors and hospi-
tals need to ensure that if their health websites contain
tracking or any form of sophisticated cookie syncing, a
valid and explicit consent must be collected before any
of such activities are included.

In this paper, we perform the first in-depth quali-
tative study of third-party tracking, including complex
cookie syncing and ID sharing techniques on health re-
lated websites, that are mostly owned by doctors and
hospitals in two EU countries: France and Germany. We
designed a new Firefox browser extension called Ernie
that performs a state-of-the-art detection and visual-
izes sophisticated forms of tracking and ID sharing on a
visited website, based on 6 different categories of third-
party tracking from Fouad et al. [42].

Instead of relying on categorisation services [74, 76],
we carefully selected 176 websites that Web users would
find whenever searching for particular doctors in 2 ma-
jor French and German cities, and manually visited
them with Ernie extension. With Ernie, we monitored
and recorded all 6 categories of tracking techniques be-
fore and after interacting with the cookie banner. Fi-
nally, we performed a detailed legal analysis together
with a legal expert, co-author of this paper, to under-
stand when each technique is potentially violating the
GDPR.

Unlike previous works that measured tracking quan-
titatively on a large scale, we opted for a deep technical

and legal qualitative analysis of one case study website
for each type of potential violation. This analysis helped
us (1) to uncover the mechanisms used by trackers that
circumvent Firefox’s Enhanced Tracking Protection [40]
used in our experiments; and (2) to identify the reasons
why tracking is included in otherwise unsolicited health
websites. This approach demonstrates the usefullness of
Ernie browser extension that is a first prototype of an
extension that can be further used by non-expert users2.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
(1) We propose the first browser extension

Ernie3 that visualizes complex cookie syncing
and ID sharing tracking techniques. Ernie de-
tects 6 categories of such tracking behaviors – Basic
tracking, basic tracking initiated by another tracker,
first to third party cookie syncing, third to third
party cookie syncing, third party cookie forwarding,
and third party analytics– following to the state-of-
the-art methodology from Fouad et al. [42].

(2) We perform a legal and technical analysis of
consent collection on 176 health related web-
sites and identify practices potentially violat-
ing the GDPR and the ePrivacy directive.We
found that 64% of the websites track users before
any interaction with the banner. Moreover, 76% of
these websites fail to comply with the legal require-
ments for a valid explicit consent: out of 176 stud-
ied websites, 46% do not display a cookie banner,
and 75% thereof still contain tracking, thus violating
the explicit consent legal requirement; 26% of the
websites provide a cookie banner without a reject
button, and 86% of these websites include track-
ing, hence violating the requirement to give users
the possibility to reject tracking. Moreover, we show
that the user choice is not respected on health re-
lated websites: 33 (19%) websites still contain track-
ing after cookie rejection.

(3) We analyse in depth 5 case study websites,
one per each type of tracking and legal vio-
lation, to provide a comprehensive explana-
tion of why tracking is happening on health
related websites. Such in depth analysis helped
us to conclude which techniques companies use to

2 We will make the Ernie available and open-source upon ac-
ceptance of this paper.
3 The main goal of this extension is to provide an easy-to-use
tool for the non-experts, such as doctors, the end users and re-
search community, NGOs and legal experts to visualise complex
tracking and the regulatory authorities to evaluate compliance.
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deploy tracking even in privacy-friendly browsers,
such as Firefox ETP [40]. We found that in every
45 webpages wherein doctors include a Google map
to help locating their office, tracking occurs. While
Google maps doesn’t explicitly track users, tracking
happens because of the NID cookie of google.com
that is already present in the user’s browser, and the
HTTP standard [53] requires cookies to be automat-
ically attached to every outgoing HTTP(S) request.
Moreover, we found that such practice not only en-
ables tracking with Google map content, but it also
enables explicit tracking on 84 (47.73%) websites.

2 Related Work
In this section we provide an overview of previous works
related to the interaction with cookie banners and also
related to detection of tracking on sensitive websites.
Table 1 summarizes related works. Fouad et al. [42]
were the first to differentiate between first to third party
cookie syncing and third to third party cookie syncing;
they made a categorization of 6 different tracking tech-
niques. We adapted their classification of tracking to
build our extension Ernie. This extension is designed
to facilitate research studies of third party tracking. Dif-
ferently from related works, we perform the first quali-
tative study on health related websites. Using Ernie we
analyze complex tracking and cookie syncing techniques
and we study the impact of user interaction with cookie
banner in depth. As a result, we identified 5 different
cases of privacy violations, and we performed a detailed
legal analysis of each of these cases.
Analysis of sensitive websites. Previous works ex-
plored the tracking behaviors in sensitive websites. Val-
lina et al. [78] analyzed a set of 6,843 pornographic web-
sites. They found that 72% of the websites include Basic
tracking and 58% of the top 100 porn websites contain
cookie syncing. Matic et al. [76] built a classifier that
identifies sensitive URLs. They found that 40% of the
cookies used on 20K detected health related websites are
persistent third party cookies and 5% were set by track-
ers known from the Disconnect [29] and Ghostery [45]
filter lists. Sanchez et al. [74] performed a manual anal-
ysis of 2000 websites. They found that only 4% of web-
sites offer an easy way to reject in the cookie notice.
They also looked at websites by category and found that
more than 50% of health websites do not have a ban-
ner while still performing tracking, and 40% even create
more cookies upon rejection.

Paper Analysis of sensi-
tive websites

Analysis
of con-
sent
banners

Detection of
tracking tech-
niques

Vallina et
al. [78]

Lists and manual
labelling of porn
websites

X BT, Cookie sync-
ing (FTCS &
TTCS)

Matic et
al. [76]

Content classifier × BT

Sanchez
et al. [74]

Symantec
RuleSpace DB

X BT

Matte et
al. [63]

× X Disconnect list

Papadog-
iannakis
et al. [66]

× X First party ID leak-
ing (TA & FTCS),
TTCS

Fouad et
al. [42]

× × TA, TTCS, FTCS,
BT, BTIT, TF

Our paper User simulation for
health websites

X TA, TTCS, FTCS,
BT, BTIT, TF

Table 1. Overview of related works. The abbreviations of track-
ing techniques are described in Section 3.1.2.

Our work analyzes health related websites collected
by simulating real users search behaviour. While pre-
vious works [74, 76] only investigated the presence of
identifying third party cookies on health related web-
sites, we detected complex cookie syncing techniques
from [42].
Analysis of consent banners. Previous works studied
the impact of the user’s choices in the cookie banner on
the tracking behavior in a website. Matte et al. [63] stud-
ied the consent stored behind the IAB Europe’s Trans-
parency and Consent Framework (TCF) and found that
10% of websites stored a positive consent before inter-
action of the user with the cookie banner. They also an-
alyzed the presence of third-party trackers on the web-
sites using the Disconnect list [29], and found that refus-
ing cookies increased the number of third-party track-
ers. Recently, Papadogiannakis et al. [66] studied the
effect of user interaction with the banner on first-party
ID leaking (they did not differentiate third party ana-
lytics and first to third party cookie syncing and unites
them into one category), and third-party ID synchro-
nization (we call it third to third party cookie syncing).
They found that 52% of the websites were engaged in
first-party ID leaking, and 24% in third-party ID syn-
chronization before interaction with a banner.

We made the first in depth analysis of different
tracking behaviors deployed on health websites using
the identifier cookies, moreover, we provided a comple-
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mentary legal analysis, and described different alleged
violations detected in these websites.

While previous works provided a quantitative study
of the impact of interaction of cookie banners, in our pa-
per, we combine that impact with detailed case studies
and their legal implications.
Browser extensions. There are several popular
browser extensions that use filter lists to block track-
ers and preserve user’s privacy [28, 31, 44, 52]. Dis-
connect [28] additionally shows third party inclusion
chains, while uBlock Origin [52] shows which part of a
URL is responsible for tracking. The Lightbeam exten-
sion [64] visualizes which third parties are included on
which websites. All these extensions only provide a very
limited overview of the tracking on a website. Website
scanners [26, 39, 68, 79] allow a user to see what cookies
are set on a website in order to determine if the web-
site is compliant with the GDPR. The EDPS Inspection
Software [77] gives detailed information about web traf-
fic caused by a website, as well as trackers based on the
EasyPrivacy filter list. The tool closest to our exten-
sion Ernie is CNIL’s Cookieviz 2 [61], which visualizes
which third party domains occur on which websites on a
sequence of visits. It also shows if the domains dropped
a third party cookie and if that cookie is listed in an
ads.txt file, indicating that it is used for advertisement.

Our extension Ernie is the first tool that visualises
several types of cookie synchronization techniques, and
additionally shows which cookies and identifiers trigger
tracking. It also shows the origin of Cookie Syncing re-
quests and thus allows a detailed live overview of the
tracking on a given website.

3 Methodology

3.1 Ernie Extension

The browser extension Ernie has been designed to de-
tect the sophisticated cookie based tracking mechanisms
described by Fouad et al. [42]. Ernie detects six cate-
gories of tracking (see Section 3.1.2).

Ernie collects all first-party and third-party
HTTP(S) requests and responses during a page visit
in a specific browser tab. A page visit can be triggered
by entering a new URL in the navigation bar, clicking a
URL, clicking the forward/backward browser buttons,
reloading a page, or a redirection event. All requests
send and responses received in that tab after the page
visit and before the next one are considered part of the

current page visit. As a result, Ernie provides a visual-
ization that attributes to one of the six considered cat-
egories the HTTP(S) requests and responses, and the
corresponding cookies.

3.1.1 Detection of ID cookies and ID sharing

Detection of ID cookies Ernie extension implements
a standard approach to detect cookies that are likely to
identify a user [10, 33, 34, 42] by comparing cookies be-
tween two different users. Ernie simulates a different
users by opening a hidden tab in a separate container
for each page visit, which is only used by the extension.
To create the container, the extension uses the Firefox
API contextualIdentities [4]. Contextual identities
are containers within a browser profile which have a sep-
arate cookie storage, localStorage, indexedDB, HTTP
data cache, and image cache. In the following, we refer
to the hidden tab as shadow tabs. If the cookies with the
same key and domain have different values for the two
users, Ernie concludes that the cookie is “user-specific”,
we call in the following such cookies ID cookies. The ex-
tension displays and analyses all (first-party and third-
party) ID cookies set in the browser (via HTTP(S) re-
quests, HTTP(S) responses, or Javascript).

If the value of a cookie is the same between the main
and shadow tabs, then the cookie is categorized as Safe
and is simply saved in a local database of the extension.
Detection of ID Sharing To recognize if an ID
cookie is shared via a URL parameter, the extension
implements an ID sharing algorithm inspired by prior
works [10, 33, 42]. All cookie values and URL param-
eters are split using as delimiters any character not in
[a-zA-Z0-9-_.]. Differently from [42] and in order to re-
duce the chance of coincidental matches, after splitting,
we don’t consider values that are shorter than 4 char-
acters or that are only the value true or false. Fouad
et al. [42] considered three additional ways to share
an identifier in the parameters: Google Analytics (GA)
sharing, base64 sharing, and encrypted sharing. The ex-
tension implements these detection methods as well, and
extends GA sharing to all the domains listed on the pri-
vacy policy of Google [6], because we observed this type
of sharing not only on google-analytics.com, but also
on doubleclick.net and google.com owned by Google.

All the requests, responses, and corresponding cook-
ies where ID sharing is detected, are stored in an an
external database located on the same device.
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Fig. 1. Two examples of first to third-party cookie synchroni-
sation: either the third-party cookie is already present in the
browser and hence automatically sent to a third party (case of
tracker.com) or is actively set by a third-party domain (case of
advertiser.com).

3.1.2 Tracking detection

While detecting ID cookies and ID sharing, the Ernie
extension can identify six types of tracking behaviours
presented by Fouad et al. [42]. In order to identify a
tracking behavior, the extension first needs to discover
the initiator of the request, that is, the resource which
caused the request. Ernie finds the initiator as follows.
1. If the request is caused by a 30x HTTP redirect, the

initiator is the source of the redirection. Ernie la-
bels the previous request that caused the redirection
as the initiator.

2. If there is no redirection, but the HTTP-Referer-
header of the request is set, Ernie labels as the
initiator the previous request with the same URL
as the one in the referer header.

3. For requests whose initiator cannot be found by ei-
ther of the two previous steps, Ernie considers that
the initiator is the first party.

Once the initiator of a request is identified, Ernie de-
tects whether the request is responsible for one of the
six tracking behaviours presented below.
Basic tracking (BT) is the most common track-
ing technique. To detect Basic tracking, the extension
checks whether a third-party ID cookie is sent in a third-
party request or set in a third-party response.
Basic tracking initiated by another tracker
(BTIT) occurs when (1) a basic tracker initiates a third
party request to another third party domain and (2) this
other third party domain sets or sends an ID cookie. To
detect the Basic tracking initiated by another tracker,
the extension performs algorithm 1.
First to third party cookie syncing (FTCS) occurs
when (1) a first party ID cookie is shared with a third
party domain via the request URL (either in the key
or value of the parameter, or the path of the URL -
see Section 3.1.1 for details), and (2) the third party
domain sets or sends its own ID cookie (See Figure 1).

Algorithm 1: Detection of Basic tracking initi-
ated by another tracker in website site
Let C be the set of ID cookies Detected in site;
for Every request r in site do

if r is sent to a third party: Tracker1 then
Extract all cookies sent/received by
Tracker1 and put them in set C1 ;

Extract initiator of Tracker1: Tracker2 ;
Extract cookies sent/received by Tracker2
and put them in set C2 ;
if C1

⋂
C 6= ∅ and C2

⋂
C 6= ∅ then

Tracker1 and Tracker2 are performing
Basic tracking initiated by another
tracker

end
else

Continue to the next request;
end

end

To detect the first to third party cookie syncing, the
extension performs algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Detection of First to third party
cookie syncing
Let C be the set of ID cookies Detected in site;
Let’s note Csite the set of identifier cookies set
by site.;
if Csite 6= ∅ then

for Every request r in site do
if r is sent to a third party: Tracker1
then

Extract the chain of initiators to
Tracker1: Ti with i the length of the
chain;
while j <= i do

if ∃ c in Csite shared with Tj and
Tj received/set its own third party
ID cookie then

First party cookie is
synchronized with Tj

end
end

else
Continue to the next request;

end
end

end
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Third to third party cookie syncing (TTCS) oc-
curs when an ID cookie of a third party is shared in the
request URL of another third party request, either in
the key or value of the parameter, or in the path of the
URL (see the ID sharing section above). The third party
request additionally sets its own ID cookie. We detect
the sharing of the cookie through all the initiators chain.
Third party cookie forwarding (TF) occurs when
an ID cookie of a third party is shared in the request
URL of another third party request, either in the key
or value of the parameter, or in the path of the URL.
Unlike the case of third to third party cookie syncing,
the third party request does not set its own ID cookie.
We detect the sharing of the cookie through all the ini-
tiators chain.
Third party analytics (TA) occurs when an ID
cookie of the first party is shared in the request URL of
a third party request, either in the key or value of the
parameter, or in the path of the URL. The third party
request does not set its own ID cookie.

3.1.3 Limitations of the Ernie extension

The limitation of using a shadow tab to simulate a dif-
ferent user is that even if requests on the shadow tab are
sent with different cookie values, they are still sent from
the same IP address and the same device. If the web-
site uses browser fingerprinting to recognise users, the
requests from the shadow tab will likely be recognized
as being from the same user as the original requests.

Using the Referer header has some limitations. If a
third party makes a request to another third party, the
Referer is often still set to the URL of the first party. Ad-
ditionally, due to privacy concerns, the Referrer header
is often not set at all by the websites that serves the
request. We therefore may miss some of the initiators
and label them as first-party. As a result, our method
may miss some of the tracking categories.

3.2 Experimental setup

Figure 2 presents an overview of our experimental setup.
We first select health related websites (Section 3.2.1).
Next, we setup the browser (Section 3.2) and collect
data upon different interaction modes (Section 3.2.3).

English French German
gynaecologist gynécologue Frauenarzt
urologist urologue Urologe
infectologist infectiologue Infektiologe
oncologist oncologue Onkologe
cardiologist cardiologue Kardiologe
endocrinologist endocrinologue Endokrinologe
psychiatrist psychiatre Psychater
neurologist neurologue Neurologe
orthopaedist and
traumatologist

chirurgien or-
thopédiste et
traumatologue

Orthopäde und
Traumatologe

pulmonologist pneumologue Pneumologe

Table 2. Doctors professions in English, French and German.

3.2.1 Websites Selection

Simulating user search for a doctor in a city. Re-
cent work have shown that classifiers need to be used
to detect whether a given website belongs to a sensitive
category, such as health, automatically [76]. We instead
have opted for a method that closely simulates a user
that is interested to find information about a given med-
ical profession in a given city. We decided to simulate
typical users in two EU countries: France and Germany.

Notably, the Germany and French Data Protection
Authorities are allocated with the highest tech special-
ists in Europe to face GDPR infringements [18]. Authors
are fluent in both French and German, so they are able
to analyse the type of visited website, find contact in-
formation and analyse the content of cookie banners.

Table 2 shows the list of 10 doctor professions that
we have built from a list of long term illnesses that are
fully covered by the French health insurance due to their
severity [1]. We then simulate users in two major cities
in France ("Paris", "Marseille") and Germany ("Berlin",
München"). For each of the studied doctor professions,
we pretend to be a user that makes a Google search
of one doctor in one city. Specifically, we make the fol-
lowing search 〈 city 〉 〈 doctor 〉 on google.fr, using a
French VPN for French cities and doctors’ professions
in French, and on google.de, using a German VPN for
German cities and doctors’ professions in German.

We then automatically extract the URL links of the
top 5 results of each search with Pupeteer version 5.4.1
[8] running on Chromium 87.0.4272.0. As a result, we
have a list of 200 URLs. This process is represented in
the top-left corner of Figure 2.

Further analysis of collected websites. By manu-
ally analysing content of each of the 200 websites, we
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Fig. 2. High level overview of our experimental setup. Website selection process as well as browser setup and website analysis is de-
scribed in the remainder of this section. Ernie extension architecture is presented in details in Section 3.1.

categorise each site as either as doctor’s Personal web-
site, or an Overview website, where a user can search for
doctors in an area and potentially book appointments.
An example for an overview website is doctolib.fr.
We found that many of Personal websites have
– contact pages, where potential patients can find

phone number or other contact information. These
pages are usually visible via "Contact"/"Where to
find us" link of menu item.

– appointment pages, which include external content
to book an appointment. These pages are found via
searching for "Book an appointment" information
on the website.

We have therefore added contact and appointment sub-
pages to each visit to a Personal doctors websites. We
imitate a user’s behaviour and access these two subpages
only by navigating within the visited Personal website.

During our manual analysis of 200 websites, we re-
moved sites that are not related to our interest, such
as news websites, PDF documents, job offerings and
websites of doctors unions. After removal of these web-
sites, we obtained 176 websites in our dataset. Table 3
presents the list of visited websites that are also shown
in an orange box of Figure 2.

3.2.2 Browser setup

Browser settings. We use Firefox version 78.4.1 on
Debian, which has Enhanced Tracking Protection acti-
vated by default, meaning that Firefox already blocks

Personal 138
with Contact 107
with Appointment 53

Overview 38
Total websites 176

Table 3. Visited websites by type. We successfully visited at least
one subpage of 176 websites, among them 138 are Personal and
38 are Overview websites. Out of the 138 Personal websites,
107 include a contact subpage and 53 include an appointment
subpage. The full list of 176 analysed websites can be found in
support materials [7].

some cross-site and social media trackers based on the
Disconnect list [5]. Additionally theWeb Page Language
Settings are set to the languages that authors are fluent
with: English [en], German [de], French [fr] and English
(United States) [en-us] to be able to analyse the visited
websites and their policy.
Simulation of a base browsing profile. Instead of
visiting websites with a clean browser, we simulate real
users by install generic browsing profile to insures that
their profile already has common cookies set when vis-
iting health related websites.

To build the base browsing profile, we first collect a
list of popular websites globally, in France and Germany,
by combining the top-30 global, the top-30 websites in
France, and top-30 websites in Germany from the Alexa
top list [2]. To build the user profile, we visited the 90
collected websites on the 13th of November 2020. The
full list of unique websites visited to build the profile
can be found at [3].
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We then visit each health related website collected
in Section 3.2.1 with the browsing profile in place, but
the follow up visiting is stateless, that is we don’t keep
the state between two websites. We visited health re-
lated websites with the browsing profile between the
13th and 17th of November, 2020.
Reachable websites. If a website times out 3 times
with the standard browser settings, it is defined as un-
reachable for both the browser profile collection as well
as the visits of health related websites. This occurred
only once for microsoftonline.com.

3.2.3 Data Collection

With the browsing profile in place, we visit each of the
collected websites with version 2.1 of our extension and
log the tracking behaviour that the extension finds. For
all websites, we reload the page once after the initial
visit. We do reloading because after interacting with a
cookie banner, some websites include additional content
only on the next page load.
Interactions with the cookie banners. Previous
works explored the interaction with the cookie ban-
ners [27, 74]. However, automated interaction with ban-
ners remains challenging: Matic et al. [76, Sec. 3.1] re-
port that only 4.4% of websites contain a cookie banner
we can automatically interact with via advanced tools
like Consent-O-Matic [25, 65].

Given the relatively small number of websites in-
cluded in our study, we decided to manually label the
type of banners and interactions. The EU legislation re-
quires consent before setting or sending tracking cook-
ies. We therefore evaluate the types of banners and
changes in the tracking behaviour based on the choice
made by the user in the cookie banner. We interact with
the banners in three ways, and also record each interac-
tion type in our dataset.
No Interaction We don’t interact with the cookie ban-

ner, but still visit the website and the contact or
appointment subpages on Personal websites. This
is not possible on every website, as cookie banners
sometimes block the access to a website until the
user has made a choice in the cookie banner.

Accept All We accept all cookie preferences the cookie
banner suggests to us. Most of the time, that means
clicking the "Accept All" button. This is only possi-
ble on websites that have a cookie banner.

Reject All We reject as many cookie categories and
vendors as proposed in the banner interface. This is
not possible on all websites that have cookie ban-

ners, because many banners only describe their use
of cookies and other tracking technologies, but do
not offer a possibility to reject them.

For each type of interaction, we visit as many page types
as possible. This means that we have at least two page
visits (initial visit and reload) and at most 12 page visits
per website (three interaction types on a maximum of
four page types).
Data collection from manual analysis. The Ernie
extension saves all collected data to a local database on
the same device with which we visit the health related
websites. The database contains data related to page
visits (described in Section 3.1) as well as data about
manual analysis of the website content. We collect the
following data upon each manual visit to a health re-
lated website:
– the URL and the country of the website (France or

Germany depending on which search has lead to the
website - see Section 3.2.1);

– the site type (Personal, Overview - see Table 3),
– whether the website contains a banner, and the type

of consent banner the website employs (according to
the classification of banners by Degeling et al. [27]),

– URLs of contact and appointment subpages for
Personal websites.

3.2.4 Limitations of the experimental setup

The methods we used to select websites and interact
with them have some limitations. First, our site selec-
tion may be biased because we rely on search results
from google.de and google.fr. Secondly, to imitate
French and German users, we used the VPN of a Ger-
man and a French institution. These IP addresses might
be recognized as not belonging to a private household,
which might introduce bias in the content being served,
as shown in [81].

In our experiments we used a Firefox browser with
Enhanced Tracking Protection on, however users of
other browsers without any tracking protection, such as
Google Chrome, could experience much more tracking
that Ernie extension is also able to detect.

4 Results
In this section we present the main findings regarding
consent collection and potential illegal tracking occur-
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ring on health websites where we observed, at least, one
type of tracking (see Section 3.1 for the full set of track-
ing categories Ernie detects). We say that a website
includes tracking if we detect, at least, one type of track-
ing behavior on, at least, one page of a website. We refer
to domains that participate in tracking as tracking do-
mains.

Distinctly, we found that before any interaction
with the website, tracking occurs on 65% of the 176
visited websites. Notice that we include Third party
analytics category in these findings because it requires
consent according to several Data Protection Authori-
ties [19, 50, 55] and to the European Data Protection
Board (EDPB) [35].

We present each finding firstly with a technical de-
scription, followed by a legal analysis and alleged vio-
lations triggered by tracking practices, alongside with
a case study demonstrating such violations. The legal
analysis is performed together with a legal expert co-
author of this paper.
Legal requirements for online tracking. To com-
ply with the GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive (ePD),
websites must obtain consent from users located in the
EU when monitoring users’ behavior (Article 5(3) ePD).
A common method to obtain consent is through the
use of ubiquitous consent banners. For consent to be
legally valid, it must be prior to any data collection,
freely given, specific, informed, unambiguous, readable
and accessible and finally, should be revocable (Articles
4(11) and 7 GDPR) [75].

Though consent is generally needed for tracking,
some types of trackers are exempted of consent, and
the only way to assess with certainty whether consent is
required, is to analyse the purpose of each tracking tech-
nology on a given website [14]. To determine a purpose
of each tracking cookie in our case study, we analyse
privacy policies of third parties that set such cookie.
Data concerning health status. Health status of
users are particularly sensitive by their nature, and un-
der the GDPR [43, Article 9], merits specific protection,
as their processing could create significant risks to the
fundamental rights and freedoms of users (Recital 51
GDPR). Data concerning health means personal data
related to the physical or mental health of a person, in-
cluding the provision of health care services, which re-
veal information about her health status (Article 4(15),
Recital 35 GDPR). When a user visits a health re-
lated website, this mere visit surely reveals information
about the health condition of this visitor. It might be
argued that this information is not 100% certain. How-
ever, when health websites integrate third-party track-

ers, they expose their potential patients’ health condi-
tion to third parties. Considering the large number of
websites and the large number of users a single third
party can follow, the collected information will undoubt-
edly be very informative on the health condition of a
very large number of users.
Legal requirements for online tracking on health
websites. The processing of data concerning health is
forbidden by the GDPR, unless allowed by several ex-
ceptions (Article 9 (2)(a-j)). For the purposes of on-
line tracking in health related websites, only the explicit
consent exception seems to be the applicable legal ba-
sis to process this special category of data [43, Arti-
cle 9(2)(a)]. An explicit consent request should abide to
the following requirements [12, 30, 55]: i) include double
confirmation or verification from the user, ii) consist of a
separated request from any other consents [37] (Recital
43 GDPR) iii) specify the nature of the special category
of data through a specific legend. This additional effort
is justified to remove all possible doubt and potential lack
of evidence in the future [38].

Without explicit consent from users, tracking on
health websites infringes the lawfulness principle (Ar-
ticle 9 (2)(a) GDPR), rendering any forthcoming pro-
cessing unlawful, and consequently such websites will be
subject to administrative fines up to 20,000,000 EUR,
or in the case of an undertaking, up to 4 % of the to-
tal worldwide annual turnover of the preceding financial
year, whichever is higher (Article 83 (5)(a) GDPR).
Methodology used for the legal analysis and case
study. In the legal analysis of the following subsections
we take a double approach. First, we analyse straight-
forward violations independently of whether tracking
requires or is exempted of consent. Then, we addition-
ally analyse further violations related to the presence
of trackers that definitely require (not exempted of)
consent. Pursuant to this, we analyse the purpose of
each cookie to determine whether consent is needed. We
name this later analysis as violations depending on the
purpose of the cookie. We then report in a case study
only cookies responsible for tracking or syncing that def-
initely require consent.

4.1 No consent banner and tracking

Technical description and prevalence. By manu-
ally analyzing the studied health related websites, we
found that out of the 176 visited websites across all the
website categories (both Personal and Overview- see
Section 3.2.1), 81 (46.02%) do not have any cookie ban-
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Fig. 3. Top 10 trackers on websites that do not include a consent
banner. In total, we detected 81 websites that do not display a
cookie banner and include tracking.

ner, and 61 (75.31%) thereof include at least one of the
studied tracking categories before interaction. Figure 3
presents the top 10 domains performing at least one of
the studied tracking behaviors (see Section 3.1.2) on the
61 websites where no banner is displayed.
Legal analysis. Straightforward violation: The absence
of any method set forth to collect the user’s explicit con-
sent renders any forthcoming tracking unlawful due to
the lack of legal basis (Article 9(2)(a) GDPR), hence,
allegedly violating the lawfulness principle. Violations
depending on the purpose of the cookie: if the purpose
of all the cookies used in a website does not require
consent, the absence of a banner would not entail any
legal violation. However, if the purpose of at least one
cookie requires consent, then the violations would con-
sist of: i) lawfulness principle, due to lack of any method
to collect the user’s consent; ii) prior consent, as track-
ing becomes unlawful if carried out before consent is
requested (Article 6(1)(a) GDPR) [36].
Case study. We analyzed in depth the health re-
lated website logicrdv.fr [62]. Logicrdv.fr is an in-
termediate french website between doctors and patients
that is specialized in the management of appointments.
Through this website, the user can search for doctors
of a given profession in a specific region, and set an
appointment. The particular page we have visited pro-
vides a list of cardiology doctors near Marseille. When
we first visited the website we found that no banner
was included, and there were no means for the user to
express her privacy preferences regarding tracking. The
website moreover did not have any privacy policy.

With Ernie extension we detected tracking
from 3 different third party domains: stripe.com,
google.com and google-analytics.com. On a fur-
ther analysis, we found that google.com is respon-
sible for 89 tracking requests, while stripe.com and

google-analytics.com exhibit only 2 tracking re-
quests each on this website. Moreover, all tracking by
google.com is Basic tracking (see Section 3.1.2) caused
by its own cookie named NID.

We found that the NID cookie is never set by
google.com on the visited website, but it was always
sent as part of the request. In fact, the NID tracking
cookie was first set on the user’s browser when we
built the user profile and visited google.com website
(see Section 3.2). Once stored in the user’s browser,
the cookie was automatically sent with every request
to google.com’s sub-domains as part of the manage-
ment mechanism of the HTTP cookie standard [53].
As a result, when we visited logicrdv.fr – which in-
cludes Google maps to indicate the doctors location–,
the browser automatically sent a request to google.com
to fetch the content and automatically attached the NID
cookie with every request. All tracking request sent to
google.com from logicrdv.fr were used to fetch the
google map. We never consented on the use of cookies
neither on our visit to logicrdv.fr, nor on google.com.
Google privacy policy states that "The NID cookie con-
tains a unique ID we use to remember your prefer-
ences and other information, such as your preferred
language, how many search results you prefer to have
shown on a results page [..]", and at the very same time
claims that "‘NID’ is used for these [advertising] pur-
poses to show Google ads in Google services for signed-
out users" [46]. Therefore, according to the purpose of
this cookie, it requires consent since it is used, among
other purposes, for advertising. As stipulated by regula-
tory guidance, such purpose is subject to the legal basis
of consent [14, 19, 30, 55].
Findings. In our dataset, we detected 45 contact pages
that include Google maps, and in all these websites
tracking occurs because of the management mecha-
nism of the HTTP cookie standard [53]. When the user
first visits google.com, the NID is automatically set by
google.com. Upon visits to websites containing Google
maps, NID cookie is automatically attached with ev-
ery request to a sub-domain of google.com to fetch
the Google map. The impact of this practice is par-
ticularly severe for users’ privacy because google.com
is the default page visited upon installation of all ma-
jor browsers: Google Chrome browser (used by 2.65
billion users in 2020 [20]), Safari browser (446 million
users [73]), and Firefox browser (250 million users [41]).
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Banner Accept Reject # of websites
No Option 6
Confirmation X 40
Binary X X 26
Slider X (X) 0
Checkbox X (X) 14
Vendor X (X) 7
Other 2
Total 95

Table 4. Overview of banner types, and if they allow rejecting
and accepting. (X) means that it is allowed for some categories
in that banner, but not for others, e.g., one can reject cookies for
some vendors in a "Vendor" banner, but not for all vendors.

4.2 No possibility to refuse in a consent
banner and tracking

We found that 95 (53.98%), out of the 176 studied
health related websites, include a consent banner. How-
ever, some of these banners are not designed to provide
an unambiguous and freely given choice to the user, ren-
dering unlawful such consent collection [36, 49]. Using
the categorization of consent banner design proposed by
Degeling et al. [27], we grouped the cookie banners de-
tected in the visited health websites into 6 categories,
which we depict in Table 4.

We further analyzed the 95 websites that include
a cookie banner, and we found that on 49 (52%) web-
sites this banner implements a reject button (“Binary”,
“Checkbox”, “Vendor” and “Other” banner types). We
found that rejection is actually possible on 44, out of 49
websites, and after rejection of cookies, 33 websites still
include trackers. On 20 (60%) out of these 33 websites,
the number of tracking domains before and after rejec-
tion of cookies remains the same. Therefore, even the
presence of reject options is often ineffective.
Technical description and prevalence. Out of the
95 websites that include a cookie banner, 46 (48%)
thereof display a cookie banner that either (i) is only
informative (“No Option”) and the user doesn’t have
any option; or (ii) only includes a confirmation button
(“Confirmation”) without giving the user any possibility
to reject. Using Ernie, we detected at least one track-
ing behavior category on 40 (86.96%) out of 46 websites
that display cookie banner without a possibility to re-
ject.
Legal analysis. Straightforward violation: Considering
the legal requirements for explicit consent, one should
contend that the lack of any possibility to confirm a user
rejection – as to make evident the user’s choice regard-
ing the processing of her sensitive data – would render

Fig. 4. Interface of the “Ramsay Santé Hôpital privé Rési-
dence du Parc” private hospital website. Captured on 18th
February 2020 from https://hopital-prive-residence-du-parc-
marseille.ramsaygds.fr/vous-etes-patient-pourquoi-choisir-notre-
etablissement/urologie-22.

such consent request unlawful (Article 9 (2)(a) GDPR).
Violations depending on the purpose of the cookie: if the
purpose of cookies does not require consent, the absence
of a rejection button in a cookie banner does not seem
to entail any legal violation. However, if the purpose of
a cookie requires consent, then such practice allegedly is
conflicting with the following consent requirements and
data protection principles: i) requirements of "config-
urable banner" and "balanced choice" (Articles 4 (11),
7(3) GDPR) [9], which are compulsory for an unam-
biguous consent of a user; and ii) the principle of "data
protection by design and by default" which demands the
most privacy-friendly default settings to be used (Arti-
cle 25 GDPR).
Case study. Ramsaygds.fr is a website of a pri-
vate hospital in Marseille, France. The particular page
we have visited [69] explains to patients why they
should choose this hospital when they have health
problems related to urology. When we first visited the
website, we noticed that it presents a cookie ban-
ner to the user. However, the banner contains only
one button "I understood", and does not include any
reject button (see figure 4). Before interacting with
the banner, Ernie detected tracking behaviors from
4 distinct domains. We found that ramsaygds.fr in-
cludes analytics performed by google-analytics.com
and doubleclick.net and cross-site tracking behaviors
by google.com and google.fr. We further analyzed the
tracking behaviors on ramsaygds.fr after clicking on "I
understood" button, and found that the tracking do-
mains before interaction and after acceptance are iden-
tical. The website includes a privacy policy [70], how-
ever, they only state the use of Google analytics cook-

https://hopital-prive-residence-du-parc-marseille.ramsaygds.fr/vous-etes-patient-pourquoi-choisir-notre-etablissement/urologie-22
https://hopital-prive-residence-du-parc-marseille.ramsaygds.fr/vous-etes-patient-pourquoi-choisir-notre-etablissement/urologie-22
https://hopital-prive-residence-du-parc-marseille.ramsaygds.fr/vous-etes-patient-pourquoi-choisir-notre-etablissement/urologie-22
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ies for analytics purposes and do not mention the us-
age of other tracking forms detected on the website. In
their policy they state that the user can manage and re-
ject cookies in her browser, and block them using their
browser storage according to the advice by the French
Data Protection Authority (CNIL) on how to manage
cookies [21]. The provided CNIL website is in fact a
recommendation to users on how to protect their pri-
vacy in the web, and can not in any case replace the
implementation of a reject button in the website cookie
banner.
Findings: We found that cookie banners that do not
provide a possibility to reject are only informative and
do not affect the number of trackers. We compared the
number of tracking domains before interaction and af-
ter accepting cookie on the 42 (23.86%) websites where
there is no reject option and we successfully accepted
cookies. We found that on 40 (95.24%) out of the 42
websites, the number of trackers remained the same be-
fore and after clicking the accept button. Moreover, 33
out of 44 websites that propose reject option still in-
clude trackers after rejection. Hence, cookie banners are
not effective on these websites.

4.3 Cookie Syncing before interaction or
after rejection

To create a more complete profile of the user, domains
need to merge user’s data they have collected on differ-
ent websites. One of the most known techniques to do
so is cookie syncing. In this section, we study all cookie
syncing tracking categories (First to third party cookie
syncing, Third to third party cookie syncing, and Third
party cookie forwarding) performed on websites before
any interaction with the banner or after rejection is se-
lected on the banner.
Technical description and prevalence. Using
Ernie, we detected cookie synchronization on 17 web-
sites before interaction. This cookie synchronization is
performed by 8 distinct third-party domains. Before in-
teracting with the banner, we didn’t detect any instance
of Third to third party cookie syncing nor Third party
cookie forwarding. The only synchronization activity we
detected before interaction is First to third party cookie
syncing, where google.com is the top domain that per-
forms such syncing on 11 websites.

After rejection, to our surprise, we detected cookie
synchronization on 8 websites performed by 3 distinct
third party domains. We found that google.com is si-
multaneously performing First to third party cookie

Senders Receivers
Before interaction

ramsaygds.fr google.com
psychologies.com facebook.com
rdvmedicaux.com facebook.com
jameda.de ioam.de
pagesjaunes.fr facebook.com

After rejection
jameda.de ioam.de
pagesjaunes.fr facebook.com
institutpaolicalmettes.fr facebook.com
118000.fr facebook.com
atos-kliniken.com google.com

Table 5. Cookie syncing. Top 5 senders and receivers of cookie
synchronization before interaction and after rejection. All pre-
sented domains perform First to third party cookie syncing.

syncing and Third to third party cookie syncing on 4
and 1 websites respectively.
Legal analysis. Straightforward violations: Cookie
syncing potentially breaches the following principles:
Lawfulness principle: the absence of the user’s explicit
consent for cookie syncing, before interaction and after
rejection, breaches this principle (pursuant to Article 9
(2)(a) GDPR). Fairness principle: cookie syncing dis-
regards the legitimate expectations of the data subject
at the very time of data collection. Any (extensive) dis-
closure to third parties of sensitive data is out of any
user reasonably expectations (Article 5(1)(a) GDPR).
Transparency principle: in both scenarios users should
be informed of the existence of cookie syncing opera-
tions and its purposes (Recital 60 GDPR), and should
be made aware their personal data are shared with
other third-parties. Moreover, users should be informed
of the extent, risks and consequences of cookie sync-
ing (Recital 39). In particular, considering the extent
of data being sharing with third-parties, users should
be informed of the existence of profiling and the rights
and safeguards they are afforded with (Articles 13(2)(f),
22(1)(4) GDPR). The violation of these transparency
obligations breaches the transparency principle and ren-
ders processing unlawful. Minimization principle: this
practice contradicts expressly the minimization princi-
ple which requires personal data to be collected and pro-
cessed limited to what is necessary, proportional and
relevant to fulfil the data controller purpose (Article
5(1)(c) GDPR). Violations depending on the purpose of
the cookie: if the purpose of cookies would not require
consent, then no further breaches are accounted. How-
ever, if the purpose of a cookie requires consent, then
such practice allegedly violates the following consent re-
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quirements: Prior consent: cookie syncing becomes un-
lawful if carried out before the request for consent due
to the lack of a legal ground (Articles 4 (11), 6(1)(a)
GDPR). Informed consent: users should be informed
about third parties with whom the cookies are shared
with – an obligation prescribed in the Court of Justice
of the EU case law [9] and in the GDPR (Articles 4 (11),
13 (1)(e) GDPR). Users should also be informed about
the purposes for which sensitive data will be collected
for (Article 13 (1)(c) GDPR.
Case study. Lefigaro.fr is a phone book website
that allows users to search for a doctor and make
an online appointment by providing the user’s phone
number and address. The specific page that we vis-
ited [58] list Endocrinology doctors in Marseille. We no-
ticed that no banner was displayed when we directly
visited the subpage, however, the website does include
a cookie banner in its home page. Due to this behavior
users directly accessing the subpage through a Google
search can not provide their consent. A cookie banner
should be available through all website pages. Using
Ernie, we detected first to third party cookie syncing
between lefigaro.fr and two third parties before in-
teraction: google.com and acpm.fr. We detected that
lefigaro.fr shares the first party cookie that has as
key measure with acpm.fr as part of the URL path.
Acpm.fr then sets it’s own cookie on the user’s browser.
Acpm.fr is a third party domain that provides to media
websites a certification of the distribution, attendance,
measuring of the audience by making it more visible to
media agencies and advertisers [11]. Lefigaro.fr de-
clares collaboration with acpm.fr in their policy [59]
and they state that they are using acpm.fr cookies to
measure audience in the website, but they do not pro-
vide information regarding cookies sharing.
Findings. First to third party cookie syncing is a
common practice we detected before interaction on 17
(9.96%) websites with the Firefox ETP [40] protection
activated. This practice was shown before by Fouad et
al. [42], but it didn’t receive much attention. In this pa-
per, we show that it still happens. We contacted the
Firefox team and shared results for them to improve
their tracking protection.

4.4 Explicit Tracking before interaction or
after rejection

In this section, we analyse two categories of tracking
together - Basic tracking and Basic tracking initiated

by another tracker (see Section 3.1.2) – that we call
Explicit Tracking in this section.
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Fig. 5. Explicit tracking. Receivers of explicit tracking before in-
teraction and after rejection. BT: Basic tracking, BTIT: Basic
tracking initiated by another tracker

Technical description and prevalenceUsing Ernie,
we studied explicit tracking on the 176 websites, where
at least one subpage is successfully visited. Before in-
teracting with the banner, we found that explicit track-
ing occurs on 116 (66%) of the visited health related
websites by 43 distinct domains. Figure 5 shows that
google.com is the top domain performing explicit track-
ing, it is responsible of explicit tracking on 84 (47.73%)
of the visited websites before any interaction. Moreover,
after rejection, 29 (66%) out of 44 websites that pro-
vide possibility to reject, are explicitly tracking the user.
Such tracking is performed by 24 distinct domains.
Legal analysis. Straightforward violations: We observe
that explicit tracking before interaction and after rejec-
tion on health websites violates the following principles.
Lawfulness principle: the absence of explicit consent
for this tracking category in both scenarios, breaches
the lawfulness principle (pursuant to Article 9 (2)(a)
GDPR). Fairness principle: after rejecting tracking,
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users do not expect still to be tracked. Accordingly, such
practice seems to infringe the fairness principle (Arti-
cle 5(1)(a)). Violation depending on the purpose of the
cookie: if the purpose of cookies does not require con-
sent, then no further breaches are accounted. However,
if the purpose of a cookie requires consent, then such
practice allegedly is in breach of the prior consent re-
quirement (Articles 4 (11), 6(1)(a) GDPR).
Case study. Ameli.fr is a major health website in
France: it allows any French resident to access dif-
ferent health insurance services such as consulting re-
imbursements, downloading certificates, obtaining Eu-
ropean card, etc. We analyzed a specific subpage of
ameli.fr [13] that helps users search for doctors and
medical institution using the doctor or institution name,
profession or the required service. This ameli.fr web-
site displays a banner, but no choice can be made by the
user. The banner is only used to inform the user that
if she continues browsing the website than she accepts
the usage of cookies. Using Ernie, we detected Basic
tracking before interacting with the website from the
third party domain xiti.com. Xiti.com define them-
selves as a web traffic measurement website [80]. We
detected that xiti.com is performing Basic tracking
on the Ameli.fr website using the following cookie:
idrxvr, atidx, and atid. These cookies are classified as
analytics cookies used to provide measurement on the
website [60]. However, differently from standard first-
party cookies used for analytics, these analysed cookies
are third-party cookies, and therefore differently from
analytics services, they can be used for cross-site track-
ing.
Finding. We found that all explicit tracking performed
by google.com before interaction on the 84 (47.73%)
visited websites were a result of the management mech-
anism of the HTTP cookie standard [53]. In fact, when
we first visited google.com website upon profile creation
(see Section 3.2), google.com set an ID cookie NID in
the user browser. This cookie was then sent with every
request to google.com in the 84 websites before inter-
action, thus following the same mechanism as described
in Findings of Section 4.3.

4.5 Third-party Analytics before
interaction or after rejection

As of today, website developers tend to use third party
analytics services to measure audience in their websites.
These analytics services provide report on the website
traffic by measuring the number of repeated visits, the

most popular pages, etc. Such practice allows tracking
only within the same website. According to the ePrivacy
Directive (Article 5(3)) websites owners are bound to
request user consent before performing such tracking
practices on their websites.
Technical description and prevalence. We ana-
lyzed the prevalence of the third-party analytics be-
havior in health related websites before interaction and
after rejection of cookies. We found that analytics be-
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Fig. 6. Third-party analytics. Receivers of analytics tracking be-
fore interaction and after rejection.

havior is simultaneously performed on 81 websites be-
fore any interaction and 16 websites after rejection.
google-analytics.com is the top domain responsible of
third-party analytics on health related websites without
user’s consent (see figure 6). It is tracking users on 77
websites before interaction and on 13 after rejection. It
is followed by doubleclick.net that performs analytic
behavior on 26 websites before interaction and on 11
after rejection.
Legal analysis. Straightforward violations: We observe
that third-party analytics before interaction or after re-
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Fig. 7. Detection of third party analytics behavior on kardiologie-
praxiswestend-berlin.de website using Ernie extension.

jection on health websites violates the lawfulness princi-
ple due to lack of explicit consent. Violation depending
on the purpose of the cookie: Is it already determined
that using third-party analytics requires consent from
users. This stance is upheld by several Data Protection
Authorities [19, 50, 55] that assert these technologies
are not considered strictly necessary for a website to
provide a functionality explicitly requested by the user,
because the user can access all the functionalities pro-
vided by the website when such cookies are rejected.
The French DPA [24] adds further that consent is re-
quired whenever tracers allow the overall monitoring of
the navigation of the person using different applications
or browsing different websites, or when data stemming
from such tracers are combined with other processing
operations or transmitted to third parties, these differ-
ent operations not being necessary for the operation of
the service.
Case study. kardiologie-praxiswestend-berlin.de
is a joint medical office of several cardiologists. The
website does not have a cookie banner. In their
privacy policy they explain that their website uses
google-analytics.com and googleadservices.com,
and the data collected by google-analytics.com will
not be linked to other data from Google.

Before interaction and after rejection, we de-
tected analytics behavior on the studied website
using the Ernie extension (see Figure 7). We
found that google-analytics.com first receives the
__utma first party cookie as part of the request,
then google-analytics.com makes a redirection to
doubleclick.net and shares the first party cookie
__utma with it. According to google’s policy [48],
the __utma cookie is used to distinguish users.
The two requests sent to google-analytics.com

and doubleclick.net are categorized as analytics.
Doubleclick.net then redirects to google.com, which
again redirect to google.de. The first party cookie is
shared with google.com and google.de, moreover, the
browser automatically attaches the NID cookie set in
the browser in our base profile. These two requests are
therefore first to third party cookie syncing-requests, ef-
fectively allowing the linking of the __utma first party
cookie to the NID cookie.
Findings. Due to the redirection inclusion process,
third party domains track users on websites where they
were not initially included. Moreover, using this redi-
rection, trackers share first party identifiers and link
them with third party IDs. We found that on 25 web-
sites out of the 26 websites where doubleclick.net
is performing analytics, google-analytics.com is in-
cluded as well, and both google-analytics.com and
doubleclick.net receive the same first party identi-
fier. We detected that all first party cookies _ga, _gid
and __utma shared with doubleclick.net on these 25
websites belong to google-analytics.com [47]. There-
fore, we suspect that google-analytics.com is respon-
sible of including and sharing the first party ID with
doubleclick.net.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have gleaned robust evidence of track-
ing technologies deployed on health-related websites
(before user consent interaction, and also after accept-
ing and rejecting). Our open source browser exten-
sion Ernie can be used to collect further evidence and
demonstrate cookie-based tracking technologies and so-
phisticated cookie syncing techniques employed on web-
sites. We hope that Ernie extension can be beneficial
to both policy-makers, to advance the enforcement of
EU Privacy and Data Protection law, and to owners of
health websites, such as doctors and hospitals that so
far had no access to such visualisation tools. We have
further contacted the website owners that we mention in
our case studies and we are willing to help them chang-
ing their practices towards improving the afforded pro-
tection of privacy and health data of Web users.
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